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Neoliberal planning is not the only way: mapping the regressive tendencies of 
planning practice 

Libby Porter 

Senior Lecturer in Human Geography, Monash University, Clayton, Australia 

Let’s not beat around the bush or sit on any fences. Our world is in crisis: not just in economic or 

financial terms, but across social and ecological fields. Humanity continues to consume more than 

one planet earth, and persists with economic structures that worsen inequality and human suffering. 

It is possible to recount, breathlessly, a lengthening list of significant challenges at the global scale: 

environmental degradation and our collective failure to arrest climate change; deepening poverty 

and inequality; economic and fiscal crises of whole countries; chronic housing shortages along with 

repossessions and displacement; rising unemployment alongside precarious and exploitative forms 

of work; political disenfranchisement and social alienation. 

Planning has a role to play in these crises. Far too often planning practice contributes, often 

directly, to the production and maintenance of the very conditions under which environmental 

degradation and socio-economic injustice persist. Indeed, the current economic crisis currently 

felt everywhere in some form or other, is the product of land and property markets and 

thus intrinsically related to planning and its practice. As Harvey long ago pointed out, cities and 

human settlements “are founded on the exploitation of the many by the few” (Harvey, 1976, 

p. 314). Indeed, these trends have mainly worsened in the nearly four decades since he 

wrote these words. The general tendency is towards a re-heated neoliberalism in planning 

and urban  policy.  That  there is so much evidence that planning regulations and tools are 

persistently used in ways that result in displacement, alienation and exploitation is extremely 

concerning. 

It is urgent, then, that we articulate clear and genuine alternatives to this kind of practice – 

alternatives that imagine and practice forms of social and economic life that are not exploitative, 

commodifying, or alienating. Planning has had a long tradition of at least thinking of itself (if not 

sometimes even practising itself) in such progressive, utopian terms. We know that more 

progressive, socially and environmentally just alternatives are possible – we have found them 

before and there are excellent examples of planning work now being undertaken that is a direct 

resistance to exploitation and alienation. 
The purpose of this Interface is to build on the rich seams of progressive planning work being 

practised all over the world often directly in the face of the tendencies of injustice, systemic 

exploitation and neoliberalism. We want to shine some light on the kinds of alternative practices 

that really are possible because they are being practised right now. Any collection is only ever 
going to be partial, and indeed there was not space in this issue to publish all of the stories that 

people sent in as potential contributions. Such an overwhelming response is, to my mind, 

enormously hopeful. It says there is energy among planning practitioners, activists, scholars and 

local people to not only imagine, but start practising alternatives. 

Faced with the kinds of regressive, exploitative and dominating tendencies that we encounter 

today, sharing and distributing ideas for something different, something genuinely better, is one 

way we can enable change. In that sense, then, this Interface is one small way to rally to the 

call that Neil Brenner, Peter Marcuse and Margit Mayer put so cogently in their edited 

collection Cities for people, not for profit: to pursue the “possibility for alternative, progressive, 
radical, or revolutionary responses to [crisis]” (Brenner et al., 2012, p. 3). It is an enormous 
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challenge. Yet planning has a key role to play, operating, as it does so powerfully, in the sphere of 

the production of social life. 

The rich traditions and roots of planning thinking in broadly left-leaning, progressive, social 

reform agendas provides fertile ground for re-imagining alternative practices in the face of twenty-

first-century crises. Yet sadly, this is not the mainstream planning being practised today, at least not 

in most cases. In most planning systems, both in global North and global South contexts, an 

intensifying re-heated neoliberalism is actively using planning as either a punching-bag or a useful 

tool for sustaining the conditions of injustice in the interests of the wealthy and powerful. 

Sometimes both. 

The UK provides us with an excellent example of this kind of re-heated neoliberalism. Two 

particularly potent policy interventions since the 1990s have unleashed successive waves of 

attack on the basic public good principles of planning in the UK. First was the Housing Market 

Renewal: Pathfinders initiative, which has ruptured communities across the north and west 

through displacement and eviction (see Allen, 2008). Second was Kate Barker’s review (2004) of 

housing supply, which fuelled a growing discourse of ‘planning stunts development’. The result 

is a planning system now geared toward a “presumption in favour of sustainable development” 

(Department of Communities and Local Government 2012, p. 3) where ‘sustainable’ has been 

reduced to mean ‘anything that the private sector declares is financially viable’. This reduction of 

planning to a growth-approving, exploitative arm of the state, as a new form of capitalist 

enclosure, results in a newly aggravated commodification of urban life. Urban regeneration 

strategies are increasingly used as a means to dispossess, through mechanisms such as public 

housing demolition and compulsory purchase orders, and transfer of land and property rights to 

volume house builders and major investors. There are far too many examples of this regressive 

tendency. Two that highlight the trend are the brutal evictions of gypsy and traveller 

communities at Dale Farm in 2011 (see Tyler, 2013) and the displacement of people from their 

life-long homes in the Welsh village of Aberystwyth so that a giant Tesco supermarket store can 

be built. 

It is very clear what these trends exemplify: planning comes to mean the maintenance of land 

use regimes in the name of property markets and profit, rather than people and public goods. This 

regressive tendency is by no means restricted to the UK, nor does it represent a simple rolling back 

of planning constraints that have sought to serve the protection of public goods. That roll-back is 

coupled all too often with an aggressive re-orientation of planning tools and mechanisms in the 

interests of the already wealthy. 

Social inequality is increasing – this is a fact. It is increasing at the regional and national scales, 

and globally. The world’s richest 1% continue to get richer at the direct expense of the vast billions 

of the world’s people, and inequalities are rising within and between regions (e.g. Dorling, 2011a, 

2011b; Ortiz & Cummins, 2011; World Bank, 2005). Such inequality is produced by many factors. 

One of them is the manner by which planning is used to wrest the use value of land, housing and 

public assets from the poor and transfer it directly to the wealthy or elite. 

Let’s be clear that this tendency is very real and highly consequential: the Red Cross recently 

estimated that approximately 15 million people are currently displaced due to urban redevelopment 

projects alone. Examples can be found all over the world. In Rio de Janeiro, thousands of people 

have already been evicted to develop favela lands for major sporting events such as the World Cup 

and Olympic Games, and many thousands more continue to live in constant fear of eviction (see 

http://rioonwatch.org/). In Istanbul, the traditional communities of Sulukule have been violently 

evicted, pushed out with bulldozers, to make way for a grand regeneration scheme by private 

developers that is premised on their dispossession (see for example http://inuraistanbul2009.files. 

http://rioonwatch.org/
http://inuraistanbul2009.files.wordpress.com/2009/06/unesco-sulukule-2009.pdf
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wordpress.com/2009/06/unesco-sulukule-2009.pdf). In Johannesburg, the planning department of 

the city government led the charge in the early 2000s to clear the city centre of its poor residents and 

hand the land to the development sector for redevelopment (Winkler, 2009). It is very clear what 

such examples represents: the dispossession of the use value of land, a value that is a fundamental 

component of human life, from the poor to the rich. 

A similar transfer of value and ownership has been common in public assets. Public ownership 

of public assets and common good resources is fundamentally important to the democratic control 

of the use of those assets and the ends to which they are put. Yet, the relentless neoliberal push to 

privatise public assets has not only created windfalls for the wealth-soaked few, but has resulted in 

worse, more expensive, less accessible vital public services for the majority who need them most. 

Again, planning has a role to play here in the extent to which it protects public land such as open 

space from this kind of creeping privatisation, and the extent to which planning activities actively 

support instances of collectivisation. 

Back in 2002, Susan Owens and Richard Cowell noted very eloquently the importance of 

planning in directing development towards more environmentally sustainable outcomes. To what 

extent is planning living up to this important role in reducing carbon emissions, protecting 

biodiversity and reducing environmental degradation? The answer from Australia, the particular 

context from which I write this paper, the answer is: not very well. Cities in Australia are 

comparatively speaking exceptionally wealthy by global standards (though increasingly unequal) 

and also rapidly growing. Combined with the national sports of property speculation and 

homeownership, Australian cities consequently sprawl largely unfettered. Recent policy 

innovations in Melbourne attempted to implement an urban growth boundary to halt the endless 

expansion of poorly serviced suburban development. But these have now been rolled back, with 

landowners (often speculative investors land banking in the peri-urban regions) standing to make 

enormous profits. Despite years of drought and catastrophic bushfire events, there are still no 

provisions in the planning system to ensure the sustainable use of water, energy or land such that 

Melburnians are some of the world’s biggest and most wasteful consumers per capita of these most 

vital natural resources. 

If we are to imagine and practice a “genuinely humanizing urbanism” as Harvey called for 

many years ago (1976, p. 314), then these and other regressive tendencies must be arrested and 

turned in a more progressive direction. This Interface asks where we can look for inspiration and 

examples where this is taking place. It has asked for contributions that give us insight into how 

more progressive critical interventions into housing and land markets, ownership of public assets, 

collectivisation of the means of social and economic production, methods of urban knowledge 

production and plan-making can actually work. 

In the first contribution, Martı́-Costa and Torvà take us to Can Batlló, in Barcelona, where 

committed local people have successfully struggled to retain public ownership of urban space to 

create a viable neighbourhood of low-income residents and workers. The story tells of the 

importance of the collective control of urban space for guaranteeing low-cost housing, decent local 

services, and low-cost workspaces that allow small economic uses to flourish. We then move to 

East Jerusalem, where Cohen-Bar and Ronel tell the sadly familiar story (see Fenster, 2001; 

Yiftachel, 2009) of the use of planning for the repression of Palestinians and others in Israel only to 

show how collective action of local landowners has resulted in a stunning grassroots planning 

initiative. In the third contribution, Rogers brings us to inner Sydney, where local residents have 

collectively instituted a process of “monitoring” the urban restructuring efforts of local and state 

governments and their impact on gentrification and displacement. Then Cumbers’ contribution 

looks at alternative models from around the world for the ownership and management of energy 

http://inuraistanbul2009.files.wordpress.com/2009/06/unesco-sulukule-2009.pdf
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infrastructure. His paper notes the possibility that new forms of public ownership of energy 

infrastructure makes to both the transition to a post-carbon future, and the principles of radical 

democracy. Then we go to Glasgow, where Gray takes us on a walk around the places in Glasgow 

most intensely the subject of disinvestment and reinvestment trends. His paper engenders an 

entirely new mode of “neighbourhood inquiry” for planning, one that directly challenges the 

tendencies in planning of a “sustainability fix” supported by the assumptions of neutral knowledge 

production. The final paper returns us to Australia, where Klocker and Gibson reimagine family 

housing in entirely new ways. Their paper asks what it would take for planning to enable collective, 

inter-generational, communal forms of urban and suburban living as a part of the solution to urban 

sprawl. To close, a visual contribution from Harmen de Hoop, an installation artist commenting 

here on the uses of public space and the possibility of transformation. The image that opens this 

Interface (see Figure 1) is also de Hoop’s work, and speaks to the intensely and locally spatial 

processes of urban marginalisation. 

The contributions here can only ever be partial: small but important stories that chart genuine 

possibilities for changing the kinds of practices and thinking within planning that constitute an 

all-too-powerful contribution to global socio-economic inequality and environmental 

degradation. They are not offered as a “best practice guide” or suite of “exemplar schemes” as 

has become popular in planning. Such approaches ignore the questions “best for whom” and 

“exemplar of what” and are often not helpful in crafting imaginative, locally driven responses 

to global challenges. Instead, this is a collection of stories of alternative practice that in the 

contexts in which they are operating offer genuine hope, inspiration and imagination for a world 

in crisis. 
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Can Batlló: Sustaining an insurgent urbanism 

Marc Martı́-Costaa and Marc Dalmau Torvàb,c 

aInstitut de Govern i Polı́tiques Públiques, Universitat Autónoma de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; bLa Ciutat 
Invisible, Barcelona, Spain; cObservatori d’Antropologia del Conflicte Urbà (OACU)-Universitat de 
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain 

Only when it is understood that those who build and sustain urban life have a primary claim to that 
which they have produced, and that one of their claims is the inalienable right to make a city more after 
their heart’s desire, will we have urban politics that makes sense. (Harvey, 2012, p. XV) 

The noise reaches a deafening crescendo during the restoration works of Block 11, an ancient 

warehouse recovered by local residents. Located within Can Batlló, in La Bordeta, an old industrial 

area in the southern part of Barcelona, it is in the process of a significant transformation. The 

community members, a broad intergenerational coalition from neighbourhood associations, 

anticapitalist local activists and architects, took over the site two years ago after more than 30 years 

of struggle against private owners and inaction from the municipality. 

The strength of this social project is collective action. It is a working day like every other Saturday, 

and people are doing different tasks: some are painting, others are plastering the walls, a few are doing 

electrical work and some are in charge of transporting rubble and other material away from the site. 

It seems that everything is a mess, but this is deceptive. Everyone has something to contribute; elderly 

people, middle-aged people, young people and even children, all working together in a participative 

way. Some teach, all learn.Knowledge and skills are shared. This picturemust bewhatRichardSennett 

(2012) describes as the everyday social cooperation of the ancient artisanal workshops. 

Now, after much work, they have managed to build and open a large library, an auditorium, 

rehearsal studios, spaces for associations, artists and audiovisual studios, a climbing wall and a 

meeting point with a bar. We expect this to be just the beginning. The rehabilitation and occupation 

of Block 11 by local residents represents the production and reproduction of a space of insurgent 

urbanism where “possible alternative futures are embodied” (Holston, 1999). 

From the beginning 

Before continuing, it is necessary to go back in time and contextualise the case of Can Batlló. This  

area of 21,000m2 was one of the most important textile factories in the area in the nineteenth 

century. Surrounding the factory a proletarian neighbourhood was created; it was called La Bordeta 

and it housed the workers of the factory and other small industries around it. La Bordeta, part of the 

former municipality of Sants (integrated into Barcelona at the end of the nineteenth century), is 

currently just another neighbourhood in the Sants-Montjuic district of Barcelona. It is located on 

the outskirts of the city, next to Hospitalet de Llobregat, and is one of the poorest neighbourhoods in 

the area. Because of the lack of facilities and general ageing of the population, the promise of urban 

improvement in the area attracted the interest of real-estate companies during the housing bubble of 

1998 – 2007. 

At the end of the Spanish civil war (1936 – 1939) the factory, having been collectivised by 

workers, was closed and subsequently bought by an investor, Julio Muñoz Ramonet, who had 

connections to Franco’s regime (Muñoz, 2004). During the 1960s, as a consequence of the textile 

crisis, the factory was closed down and it was converted into several small to medium-sized spaces 

for rent by small industries. Some years later, during Spain’s transition to democracy, the first 

neighbourhood associations began to appear. These associations demanded that the old industrial 
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spaces be transformed into public facilities and green spaces for the local residents. As a result, the 

new metropolitan master plan in 1976 officially re-zoned these spaces for public use. However, 

during the 1980s and 1990s these spaces were left to deteriorate by the private owner. As a result, 

many companies had to close and the number of people working there decreased. 

After many years of negotiations and conflicts between the industries, the real-estate company 

Inmogaduir and the city council, pressure was applied by neighbourhood groups, and a plan on how 

to develop the area was approved by the city council in 2006. In the context of the housing boom, 

this plan included, amongst other things, the construction of 1600 luxury apartments, which were to 

be surrounded by a park. In exchange for the local government’s support, and with permission to re

zone the land, it was agreed that the owners of Can Batllo would contribute money to pay for local 

public facilities. It was a typical operation of public – private collaboration, where the municipality 

of Barcelona sold public land in exchange for private funding of public projects. 

But nothing went as expected. When the storm of capital restructuring began in 2007 it took 

everyone by surprise. Everything was left half-finished and the plan was effectively dead on arrival. 

Some of the residents and workers who were evicted have still not been compensated. The solution 

was to postpone any future initiatives, to vacate most of the area and to leave the surrounding areas 

to deteriorate. Consequently, the implementation of the plan approved in 2006 has encountered 

some significant difficulties. Because of the crises, the Inmogaudir group no longer had sufficient 

capital to take on the development and the local government could not find sufficient creativity or 

political will to adjust the plans to meet current demands. 

Eventually the residents, organised by the Can Batlló For the Neighbourhood platform and tired 

of waiting for new local facilities, issued the council an ultimatum: if the park and local facilities 

were not built within two years then the residents would occupy Can Batlló themselves. In June 

2011, following a demonstration of 1000 people, local residents followed through on their threat 

and the movement successfully forced an agreement whereby the local authority officially ceded 

one of Can Batlló’s buildings, named Block 11, to the community. It was to be held indefinitely, for 

free and without any conditions. 

The Can Batlló for the Neighbourhood Platform is a grassroots programme that has developed a 

plan, agenda and timeline decided by the users of the site. The central idea is to design a community 

plan by rethinking the uses established in 2006 and giving priority to the needs of the residents. 

Also considered important is the rehabilitation of spaces, putting local facilities in the empty 

warehouses (see Figures 1 and 2), building cooperative housing blocks and creating a new park 

with community gardens. Consequently, Block 11 was established as a self-managed building 

meant for real public use as demonstrated in the following clause from the agreement that governs 

the Platform: 

Block 11 is a self-managed community space in the style of a direct democracy. It is run by the 
neighbourhood movement, Can Battló Belongs to the Community. Whilst still belonging to the local 
authority, control has been ceded to the residents of Sants & La Bordeta since 11th June 2011. Can 
Batlló is not a municipal facility; it is of the people, by the people and for the people. 

So far, the platform has achieved some of its objectives and it continues to do so gradually. 

It has set up some permanent community facilities (such as a library) and several community events 

have been organised such as seminars, workshops, and barter-exchange markets. The site is more 

open following the tearing down of a wall that separated the precinct from the rest of the 

neighbourhood area, a wall that symbolised the privatisation of the space. Now the entire site – 

more than a third of the neighbourhood – is open for “real public use”. The keys of three more 

warehouses have also been obtained by the Platform: one next to Block 11 to extend its current 

activities, another is to be used as a permanent workshop to help restore other buildings and the 

third is to become community carpentry workshops, where people from the neighbourhood can 
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Figure 1. Block 11, Can Batlló. Source: Photograph by Maria Casado used with permission. 

work with professional tools. The idea behind these workshops and others (e.g. a motorcycle 

mechanic, a brewery and iron works) is to revive traditional crafts that can in the future be labour 

cooperation projects: a cooperative city of trades. The property ownership of all the warehouses 

remains municipal, but the use of the spaces will be for the community without state interference. 

What we have learned 

The current crisis in which we are immersed has decapitalised the main players who traditionally 

built the city. On the one hand, promoters and landowners have no more credit to carry on with their 

speculative projects. On the other, the municipality and other public administrations have frozen 

most of their investments on urban transformations due to the fiscal austerity measures. Because 

some of these investments were paid for by the promoters as a result of taxes on their gains, this 

situation has paralysed urban projects such as Can Batlló and many others. 

Themain differences in the Can Batlló case are, firstly, the ability of the urban movement to form 

a broad grassroots coalition for taking advantage of this paralysis. It is not a coincidence that this 

broad grassroots coalition was formed in the former municipality of Sants – a neighbourhood with a 

long tradition of trade unions, cooperatives, neighbourhood associations, squats and other social 

movements. These historical movements, locally rooted, have been reinforced with new ones, such 

as the 15M movement (Indignados movement). The enlisting of new members by the Platform, such 

as a group of architects, provides more resources for counter-planning and advocacy. 

A second lesson is the use of the “countdown” tactic as a way of putting pressure on the 

municipality and, even more importantly, setting the pace and legitimising the occupation. Instead of 

occupying the site by surprise like a squat movement would; Can Batlló Platform announced the 

occupation two years in advance to coincide with the municipal elections of May 2011. This was a 

strategic political moment for the movement as it offered leverage. As a result of those elections, and 

after 32 years of socialist hegemony, the local government of Barcelona changed from a leftist 

coalition to a weaker government headed by the Catalan Nationalist right wing party (Convergència i 

Unió). The agreement to cede the use of Block 11 was signed 20 days after the local elections. The 

relative inexperience of the new government helped Can Batlló Platform achieve this important goal. 
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Figure 2. The encounter space at Can Batlló. Source: Photo by Maria Casado, used with permission. 

Thirdly, once inside, another thing to learn is how to sustain, organise and enlarge the common 

urban life of the neighbourhood. In this regard an important moment was the agreement among of 

the users of Can Batlló on some common rules, values and responsibilities for life in Block 11. 

This agreement also stresses the importance of Block 11’s economic self-sufficiency and stipulates 

what type of social or economic return the general project is expected to receive from the groups 

and activities set up there. In this sense we can consider Block 11 as an urban common (Harvey, 

2012): an urban space self-managed by an open community who organise themselves to take care 

and enlarge the urban life of the site based on the practice of commoning and the necessities of the 

residents. The users are organised around small groups that collectively constitute a larger general 

assembly (with about 70 people on average and over 300 people involved), which is held every 

15 days. The smaller groups meet to discuss and make decisions on things such as the site’s 

finances, activities, library, and infrastructure. At the general assemblies the small groups account 

for their activities. 

A final lesson is that the possibility to develop alternative urban planning and force the 

decisions of the municipality is much greater when you have already occupied the site. This is one 

of the important lessons learned in Can Batlló: the possibility to put in practice a cooperative 

urbanism based on the capacities and the needs of all who want be involved. It started in Block 11 

but now it is spreading around the Can Batlló site. This includes the rehabilitation of new 

warehouses where facilities and productive activities will be located, the planning of a cooperative 

housing development, urban gardens and the improvements made in accessibility and connectivity 

with the rest of the neighbourhood. In opposition to, or even beyond the logic of modern planning, 

the insurgent Can Batlló process incorporates elements of indeterminacy, learning by doing, 

incrementalism, ambiguity, conflict, and self-management. It all happens in continuous tension and 

negotiation among neighbours, users and residents and between the Platform and the municipality. 

This is a mode of urbanism where any surplus collectively created will not be individually 

appropriated: where the right to the city and the generalisation of communitarian self-management 

(Lefebvre, 1970) are being practised and expanded. This means prioritising the rights of use ahead 

of the rights of owning for the present and future of re-appropriated spaces. 
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Dynamic planning initiated by residents: Implementable plans for the 
informal built urban fabric of the Palestinian neighbourhoods of East 
Jerusalem 

Efrat Cohen-Bara and Ayala Ronelb 

aBimkom Planners for Planning Rights, Jerusalem, Israel; bDavid Azrieli School of Architecture, Tel Aviv 
University, Tel Aviv, Israel 

The residents of the Palestinian neighbourhoods of East Jerusalem live in the midst of a planning 

chaos stemming from decades of neglect and discrimination by an ideologically motivated Israeli 

establishment. These conditions have manifested in a severe housing shortage, poor physical 

infrastructure, limited municipal services, and a lack of public space. According to the Israeli Law 

for Planning and Building, the only way to develop any area is through state or municipal planning. 

Under such conditions, the Israeli Jerusalem Municipality, which prepares plans for the Palestinian 

neighbourhoods, specifically serves the Israeli policy of the Demographic Balance – keeping the 

Israeli Jews as a majority in Jerusalem. For this purpose the plans grant extremely limited building 

rights and allocate little vacant area for expansion. Attaining building permits is virtually 

impossible due to insensitive and inflexible zoning schemes and other bureaucratic obstacles. In the 

face of the growing housing shortage, Palestinian landowners have resorted to unauthorized 

construction, as a result of which many Palestinian homes in the informally built-up fabric of East 

Jerusalem are under threat of demolition.1 

Al-Ashqariya is a small sub-neighbourhood in the western part of Beit Hanina in northern East 

Jerusalem. The residents of the neighbourhood, Palestinian Arabs living under Israeli control since 

1967,2 have built their homes gradually over the course of the past 20 years. However, their land is 

http://igop.uab.es/
http://stupidcity.net/
www.laciutatinvisible.coop
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designated in the official neighbourhood plans as open scenic area and therefore it is impossible for 

the residents to obtain building permits.3 In the wake of this informal construction, residents have 

been served with demolition orders, and some homes have actually been demolished. 

One resident, following the partial demolition of his home, convinced his neighbours to join in 

preparing and promoting a new plan for the neighborhood so as to legalise their homes and remove 

the threat of demolition. Subsequently, a group of landowners organised and approached the 

neighbourhood community centre for assistance,4 as they embarked on a dynamic grassroots planning 

process. Their planning mission was a complex one: they had to designate sufficient residential areas 

to meet the growing needs of expanding families, while allocating substantial areas for public use 

(e.g. roads, public and educational buildings, playgrounds, local commerce), all without there being a 

need to destroy existing structures or to resort to the subdivision of land, especially where 

communally owned. The plan was drawn up at the initiative of the residents, with their full consent 

and participation; every detail of the plan was decided upon by consensus and to the satisfaction of all 

the partners, with no big winners or losers. In order to achieve this, the residents, in consultation with 

their planner5 and the community centre, had to try new and creative planning solutions. 

Plan # 9713 for al-Ashqariya was thus drawn up in an unconventional way relative to what is 

commonly accepted in Israel and Jerusalem. The significant innovations and creative solutions 

developed in the plan, and in other plans drawn up concurrently, are the basis for the idea of 

implementable planning as presented in this article.6 The plan, which covers an area of about 83 

dunam (approximately 20 acres), was approved in early 2012 after about 10 years of intense 

planning work. The mechanisms of balance and consensus developed in the plan, combined with 

flexibility on the part of the planning institutions, enabled its ultimate success. Since the validation 

of the plan, and prior to requesting retroactive and new building permits, the residents have been 

working to formalize the new division of the land among themselves and between them and the 

municipality,7 in accordance with the divisions stipulated in the plan. 

The residents’ plan for al-Ashqariya contains many lessons for a real alternative in planning 

practice, especially where there is a history of repressive state planning. The first lesson is that such 

initiatives best originate in and by local people. In the case of al-Ashqariya one key charismatic and 

dedicated landowner started the process, and encouraged other participants to join in and persevere 

in spite of the many problems that came up along the way. This points to the importance of local 

leadership and capacity. Another factor contributing to the success of the plan was the residents’ 

organisation and management of the process with the help of the community centre. The 

community centre’s urban planner, whom the residents trusted, was actively involved in the 

organisation of the landowners and in the planning process. This points to the importance of 

productive alliances and partnerships to be built with local organisations who can support residents. 

This high level of organisation enabled the residents to develop implementable planning 

mechanisms. A key mechanism was how to balance land allocations for public areas. Usually, 

achieving allocations for public uses requires financial capacity. This is met in al-Ashqariya 

through a mechanism called the joint cashbox. Residents make periodic deposits into a joint 

cashbox (either a bank account or a cash payment) enabling the organisation to fund key activities 

such as contracting planning services, ordering a land survey, and resourcing a planning team. 

During the planning in al-Ashqariya, the residents found that there were not enough available open 

areas to serve as areas for public use. To reconcile this, they located a large vacant area at the edge 

of the plan area, purchased it using the joint cashbox, and allocated most of it for public open space. 

The remainder was zoned as residential, and subsequently sold to a private investor who plans on 

building apartments, for sale or for rental. This is likely to enable the return of the original deposits 

made into the joint cashbox, with some revenue. But it is not always possible to find vacant land for 

sale, and sometimes other solutions are needed. 
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In the case of al-Ashqariya, this involved allocating public areas in exchange for increased 

building rights. With the help of the community centre’s urban planner, the residents of al-

Ashqariya located another landowner outside the neighbourhood with land abutting the boundaries 

of the neighbourhood, and convinced him to join the group. His land, unlike the built-up property of 

the original partners, was completely vacant and therefore suitable for other public uses. In their 

plan, the residents proposed to the municipality to zone part of this area for public buildings, and 

compensate the owners with increased building rights on the part that was zoned residential. 

The local authorities were flexible enough to accept this suggestion. 

However, the success of the plan is not dependent only on the landowners’ creativity in terms of 

allocations for public use, but also on the openness and flexibility of the state’s planning 

institutions. The consensual planning of the residents must ultimately be supported by the planning 

authorities, as only the latter can approve the plan and render it statutory. The planning bureaucracy 

must therefore be open to the residents’ initiative by removing obstacles in their way and 

encouraging them to proceed. Likewise, representatives of the authorities must familiarize 

themselves with the complexities of the area in question and with the agreements reached amongst 

the residents. This demands flexibility and creativity. In this case this was achieved by the 

willingness of the district planning officials to be flexible and approve the planning initiative. 

In recent years, new approaches to planning have penetrated planning discourse, advancing the 

subject of grassroots (bottom-up) and insurgent planning (see for example Alfasi & Portugali, 

2007; Fainstein, 2000; Fenster, 2009; Sandercock, 1998) These approaches are an alternative to 

modernist planning approaches, which demand a strict hierarchy, favour top-down establishment 

planning, and require general planning before detailed planning. We argue that the community-

based approach evident in the case of al-Ashqariya is one such real alternative, allowing an 

approach to planning that is grounded in the real needs of local residents, driven by local people, 

more flexible and adaptable to the dynamic nature of contemporary life, and allows bottom-up 

knowledge to connect with top-down ideas. 

The underlying idea behind the mechanisms described in this article is that valuable planning 

equals implementable planning. Plans that do not recognize the needs and opportunities latent in the 
area in question are in effect un-implementable and therefore useless and a waste of public money. 

Every land designation and directive written into the plans must take this into account. 

Implementable planning can only take place under a number of conditions: broad consensus 

among the landowners, a basic ability to organise and persevere in the face of obstacles, 

cooperation based on mutual trust between the partners, the community planner, and eventually the 

planning establishment, recognition by the planning authorities that “proper” planning regulations 

and principles can be an obstructive factor for vital planning initiatives, adoption of flexible and 

creative procedures and approaches by the authorities, and recognition that valid statutory plans are 

not fixed in stone but rather a dynamic base for evolving needs. In general, the essence of planning 

is in its ability to adapt itself to a changing reality. 

In summary, while the housing shortage in the Palestinian neighbourhoods in East Jerusalem is 

severe, it does not exist within an urban vacuum, but rather within an existing urban fabric. While it 

may look chaotic from the outside, it is often dynamic and full of vital potential. The present proposal 

for implementable planning suggests a planning solution for the housing shortage through a deep 

understanding of the existing fabric of life that has developed in East Jerusalem outside of formal 

planning frameworks. The national planning establishment would bewise to stop treating the existing 

situation as merely an obstacle, and start to see the potential found in the places and the people as an 

impetus for development and the creation of complex and interesting built environments. 

Today we are witness to many locally based planning initiatives in almost all of the Palestinian 

neighbourhoods of East Jerusalem. The more we see residents succeeding in realizing their visions, 

removing the threat of home demolitions, and bringing a message of construction and development 
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to their neighbourhoods, the more new initiatives will sprout up, increasing chances for a better 

future. The mechanisms described here, derived from the successes and failures of resident-initiated 

plans done in recent years, are a suggestion for amode of action for local people, and a real alternative 

for decision-makers within the Israeli planning authorities to enable implementable solutions. 

Notes 

1. For a description of the sequence of events that led to the current situation and a detailing of the obstacles 
towards achieving building permits, see: Bimkom – Planners for Planning Rights, Policy, Planning, and 
Development in East Jerusalem (Jerusalem, forthcoming). 

2. In 1967,	 Israel occupied the West Bank, including the eastern part of Jerusalem, which had been in 
Jordanian hands since 1949. After the war, Israel demarcated new municipal borders, de facto annexing 
East Jerusalem as well as the lands of more than twenty villages from the city’s agricultural periphery. 
Israeli law was applied to East Jerusalem and the approximately 70,000 Palestinian residents who lived 
there were granted permanent residency though not Israeli citizenship. Since then, Israel has worked to 
increase its hold over East Jerusalem by building huge Israeli neighbourhoods on lands expropriated from 
Palestinian villages. Planning has been one of the key tools in the mission of thwarting Palestinian claims to 
East Jerusalem. 

3. According to the Israeli Planning and Construction Law 1965, a structure built without a building permit is 
subject to demolition. A structure built without a permit is also not entitled to being connected to the water, 
sewerage, electricity, and telecommunications infrastructure. Because of the large amount of unauthorized 
construction in the Palestinian neighbourhoods of East Jerusalem, the Israeli authorities in fact demolish 
only a small number of the houses, while the others are subject to fines and extended legal proceedings. 

4. The community centre is a body that functions on the neighbourhood and municipal level. On the one hand 
it is subordinate to the (Israeli) Jerusalem Municipality, while on the other hand it works to assist the 
Palestinian population, among other things in the field of planning. 

5. Architect Ayala Ronel, one of the authors of this article. 
6. This article is an abridged version of a longer document proposing a solution for the housing shortage in 

East Jerusalem through implementable planning initiated by the residents. The longer document is being 
used by Bimkom – Planners for Planning Rights, as an advocacy tool facing the Israeli planning authorities. 

7. The preparation	 of a Land Registry Plan is a prerequisite stipulated by the municipality for granting 
building permits on areas in which the land is not registered. 

Efrat Cohen-Bar is a planner with the Israeli non-government organisation (NGO) Bimkom – Planners for 
Planning Rights, at the Community Planning Department as the Coordinator for East Jerusalem. Her work 
within Bimkom has involved coordination of a planning survey of East Jerusalem Palestinian neighbourhoods 
and an investigation of the “planning deadlock” in the Palestinian neighbourhoods. Formerly, she worked on 
housing, landscape and environmental planning projects for a planning firm in Jerusalem. Email: 
efrat@bimkom.org 

Ayala Ronel is Professor at David Azrieli School of Architecture, Tel Aviv University. Ronel established the 
private architectural and town planning firm Ronel Architects in 1985 and has worked all around Israel on 
planning and urban design projects for various bodies including municipalities, the Ministry of Housing, and 
Israeli land authorities. Ronel Architects particularly works in the conflicted areas of Jerusalem, planning 
urban design plans commissioned mainly by community councils and local residents. Email: 
ronela@netvision.net.il 
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REDWatch: Monitory democracy as a radical approach to citizen 
participation in planning1 

Dallas Rogers 

Urban Research Centre, University of Western Sydney, Richmond, New South Wales, Australia 

Redfern/Waterloo: residents’ right to place under threat 

The thing about Redfern-Waterloo is that we are basically four suburbs that have our own (State 
Government) minister, and (planning) authority, which have taken planning controls away from the City 
of Sydney . . .  primarily to ensure that they can do what they want to with the Government land. (Adair, 
2010, p. 1)  

These are the words of “The rebel of Redfern – His name is Geoff Turnbull . . .Redfern’s resident 

ratbag” (Adair, 2010, p. 1). Geoff is the spokesperson for local resident action group REDWatch. 

The organisation’s name is formed from an acronym combining the first letters of the Sydney 

suburbs of Redfern, Eveleigh, Darlington and Waterloo with the word “watch”. These four 

suburbs, colloquially known as Redfern/Waterloo, are located 3 km south of the central business 

district of Sydney. The New South Wales (NSW) State Government holds large tracts of public 

housing and public land in the area. Within the Sydney Metropolitan Strategy (see Figure 1), a city

level strategic planning document, Redfern/Waterloo is located squarely within the “global 

economic corridor” of “Global Sydney” (NSW Government, 2013a, p. 4). 

Property markets in high value areas like Redfern/Waterloo see not only the increasing 

presence of international investment but fundamental changes in planning and governance 

processes in order to facilitate it. The NSW State Government has been preparing extensive 

Figure 1. Redfern/Waterloo is on the southern edge of “global Sydney”. Source: NSW Government (2013a). 
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redevelopment plans for the Redfern/Waterloo area since the mid 2000s. The Sydney Metropolitan 

Strategy and Urban Growth NSW texts outline the use of market-centric approaches to urban 

planning to unlock private sector investment by coordinating and delivering lead-in infrastructure 

and services in development areas, and by planning and fast tracking urban renewal projects (Urban 

Growth NSW, 2012, p. 1). 

From 2004, the NSW State Government has been rescaling regulatory planning powers for the 

area and removed significant planning approval responsibilities from the City of Sydney. Under the 

guise of “state significant planning”, they relocated these planning powers within the NSW State 

Government (2013b) planning bodies. As explicitly stated by the NSW State Government, these 

measures were taken to “fast track” large infrastructure projects with the private-sector. The NSW 

State Government’s redevelopment plans propose population changes that could result in the loss of 

up to 700 public housing dwellings in the area. Private-sector developers are expected to redevelop 

the area to release the “land value” through public – private partnership deals with the government. 

REDWatch has closely monitored the statutory and regulatory planning decisions of the City of 

Sydney and NSW State Government since 2004. REDWatch believe that some long-term residents’ 

rights to place in Redfern/Waterloo are under threat. 

REDWatch: we’re watching you, always watching . . .  

REDWatch is comprised of local public, social and private renters and private homeowners. 

Representatives from local non-government organisations and several major political parties 

attend REDWatch meetings. The organisation was formed following a meeting in Redfern 

focused on the 2004 inquiry into issues relating to Redfern/Waterloo. A REDWatch member I 

interviewed in 2012 stated that the organisation wanted “to move beyond a ‘submission 

approach’ to citizen involvement into the inquiry, aiming instead to become a ‘pressure group’” 

that  soon  developed into an organisation with  “multi-partisan membership and no political 

affiliation.” REDWatch members argue that they needed to empower themselves as a collective 

but to renounce, as much as possible, common ideological, political, economic or “interest 

positions” that typically structure local resident action groups. Their name (i.e. to watch over 
their suburbs) and mission statement encapsulates the organisation’s focus as a monitoring civil 
society collective (Keane, 2009). 

REDWatch exists to monitor Government involvement in our area and to push for outcomes that benefit 
the community and not just the Government. (see: http://www.redwatch.org.au) 

Monitored democracy as citizen participation in planning 

REDWatch are enabling a diverse suite of local actors to produce knowledge about the social and 

urban planning of Redfern/Waterloo. REDWatch share information and encourage other 

individuals, community groups, journalists, academics, and even different (local, state, federal) 

government employees to “do their own research and analysis” to “monitor” the power, politics 

and actions of the government and the private sector (interview, 2012). REDWatch members 

often provide counterpoints to contemporary policy and planning narratives about public 

housing. Initially, the monitoring focus of REDWatch was not structured around a consensus/ 

interest position.1 Nor did the organisation emerge to necessarily participate in the government-

orchestrated participatory planning and consultation events in Redfern/Waterloo. When 

REDWatch launched their website in 2004 (Figure 2), to circulate government documents 

about  the area to their  members,  the organisation found there was “a broad range of people out 

http://www.redwatch.org.au
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Figure 2. REDWatch website (see: http://www.redwatch.org.au). 

there who found [the website] useful . . .  the website brought a different dimension to it” 

(interview, 2012). 

The website facilitates a form of civic participation that is not driven by a hardline or solidified 

interest/consensus position1 (McClymont, 2011). What is radical about REDWatch is that the 

organisation itself is structured around principles of difference and debate. The civic and electronic 

spaces that the organisation creates provide a range of media through which a diversity of views, 

concerns, opinions and local knowledge can be stewarded. REDWatch is driven by an organisational 

mission to validate and make publicly available information, which was formerly considered invalid 

(e.g. non-technical local knowledge) or classified as confidential (e.g. private-sector commercial in-
confidence information), to ensure that there is more information and analysis of local issues in the 

planning debate. REDWatch found that the organisation and their website became an important 

locale to hold (1) local knowledge about their area, (2) the government’s plans for their area, and (3) 

the government’s history of planning and consultation commitments to local residents.As the various 

NSW State Government statutory planning bodies come and go. the REDWatch website, argues a 

REDWatch member, “operates like an inconvenient ‘corporate memory’, because stuff disappears 

from [government web]sites, people move on” (interview 2012). 

Redfern/Waterloo faces a state-sponsored but private-sector driven approach to creating a 

“Global Sydney”, which will produce social and economic benefits for numerous external players. 

REDWatch facilitates a wider public debate that takes place outside the government’s participatory 

http://www.redwatch.org.au
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planning frameworks and consultation events. This urban politics is not necessarily about strategic 

or regulatory planning frameworks or planners’ attempts to navigate intractable planning conflicts 

and insurgent publics. Instead it is about how local citizens attempt to share in the benefits that are 

enabled through urban redevelopment. For REDWatch it is about, in part, protecting local public 

housing tenants’ rights to remain in place. 

REDWatch’s approach to monitored democracy can never become a model for government-

orchestrated participatory planning but rather represents the re-establishment of activist modalities 

of citizen action in urban planning (Rogers, 2013). REDWatch took the strategic decision to 

deliberately work outside the government’s community consultations in Redfern/Waterloo. In their 

monitoring role, they use the government’s freedom of information laws – Government 

Information Public Access Act (NSW Government, 2009) – to request government documents. 

They use their website to publish these documents to push for greater government transparency and 

accountability. As a form of political action, monitoring governments can allow for very different 

“community interests” to be accommodated. REDWatch builds relationships with community 

workers, journalists and academics to allow these people to circulate a diverse range of information 

and views through wider publications and public forums. These publications are then redirected 

back to the local community through the REDWatch website. The diversifying of actors, social and 

political analyses and publication outputs further disables a solidified interest position for the 

organisation and opens up the planning debate at the local/state political nexus. 

Monitoring to revitalise local urban democracy 

Monitory democracy [is] an imperfect but durable form of extra-parliamentary representation, within a 
market economy otherwise ruled by corporate power, risk-taking, greed and the private making and 
taking of profits. (Keane, 2009, p. 713) 

REDWatch claim they have re-established local-level democratic rights by developing a monitory 

form of civic action. Conversely, government planners claim that insurgent publics create planning 

dilemmas for professional planners through their activist engagement with planning and 

government systems. In Sydney, senior government planners have challenged the reported success 

of REDWatch’s monitoring form of civic action and their activist form of political organisation 

(interviews, 2012). Some suggest that activist models of civic engagement, which are based on 

disagreement and deployed from outside the planning system, undermine the expertise of 

government planners. They can introduce economic and timeframe inefficiencies into what 

essentially remain technocratic planning systems in Australia. These are justified and important 

concerns. 1 However, activism and disagreement have always been central components of planning 

systems. The more recent focus on government-orchestrated participatory planning has given local 

activism and disagreement a bad name. We need to challenge this idea to revitalise local activism 

and dissidence as an important enabler of local citizen input into planning matters. 

REDWatch claim that the focus on “monitoring” the local and state planning prescriptions of 

government, and the decisions and actions of the public- and private-sectors, is undertaken in ways 

that are fundamentally democratic. REDWatch argue that they are reclaiming local political power 

and autonomy by combining (1) the freedom to call the government and private sectors to account 

for their actions, with (2) a responsibility to these social actors and to the broader citizenry that they 
undertake this politics through an open and democratic process. This organisation of local residents 

has acted without reference to the “global” reformist agenda. Instead the group has focused on 

monitoring the specific local/state policy prescriptions, decisions and actions of the public and 

private sectors through different local civic, online and media spaces. 
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Conclusion 

REDWatch argue that political change was enabled via their local-level citizen-driven activist 
spaces, which they support in the name of realising benefits for local residents. One senior 

government planner I interviewed stated, “we go to the REDWatch website when we want to find 

out what’s happening in the area.” Another stated, “I could argue for better outcomes – ‘internal 

accountability’ – because REDWatch are there ready to critique us.” Another stated that the impact 

of the political pressure was less significant than claimed by REDWatch members. There are 

certainly limitations and contradictions in REDWatch’s approach to urban political intervention.1 

However, the organisation does require us to radically reconsider the possibilities of citizen-driven 
action that holds powerful urban actors to account. 

A central question that the REDWatch case raises is who is best placed to create participatory 
planning political spaces? The REDWatch case helps us to think about the political spaces that can 

be opened up by citizens to engage with planning issues. These spaces are not only to be defined by 

the state, or structured by citizen-state relations. They can be assembled in extra-state spaces and 

through new configurations of citizen, state, media, business, and academic relations. REDWatch 

forces us to consider that it might be more effective if local political action is directed towards the 

monitoring of the government and private-sectors from outside the planning system. By drawing on 

some old political tools – freedom of information, the media and public dissidence – REDWatch 

might represent a new conception of planning governance; one that is prompting, at least on a small 

scale, an intra-governmental rethinking about the place of planning professionals, the authority 

status of their planning departments and the knowledge that is held and can be deployed by well-

informed insurgent publics. 

Note 

1. In this short vignette I discuss REDWatch’s monitoring forms of civic action only. REDWatch also employ 
“consensus/interest” forms of civic action that are in tension with their monitoring actions. 

Dallas Rogers is a Research Fellow at the Urban Research Centre within the University of Western Sydney’s 
School of Social Sciences and Psychology, with expertise in urban and housing studies. His current research 
interests focus on: (1) the intersection between democracy, neoliberalism, and state intervention, and (2) 
housing production, consumption and governance in the so-called “Asian century”. Dallas is Online Editor for 
the International Sociological Association research committee for housing and the built environment. Email: 
D.Rogers@uws.edu.au 
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Making space for public ownership: The re-municipalisation of public 
services through grassroots struggle and local state action 

Andrew Cumbers 

Adam Smith Business School, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, UK 

Introduction 

The twentieth century was dominated by two contrasting utopias: one, a vision of centralised state 

ownership that could overthrow capitalism and deliver the fruits of their labour to the masses; and 

the other, Hayek’s market-driven nirvana of individualism, democracy and freedom underpinned 

by private ownership. Ultimately, both visions ushered in centralising dystopias in the form of the 

totalitarian command economies and state planning of the Soviet Union and China on the one hand, 

and a corporate – driven elite project of privatisation and globalisation on the other. 

As the twenty-first century begins unpromisingly – with a financial crisis, economic recession 

and reheated neoliberal regime of fiscal austerity – there is an urgent need for a more democratic, 

egalitarian and participatory politics that reclaims public services and assets from their 

appropriation by elite interests. Yet, whilst private ownership is largely discredited, so too are older 

models of public ownership. Although there is a popular uprising, taking different forms, but 

nonetheless a genuinely international set of movements against corporate-driven globalisation and 

its supervision by political elites (Mason, 2012), there remains a paucity of alternative thinking 

about how a progressive reclaiming of public assets might take place. 

In this paper I argue that a revitalised model of decentred and diverse public ownership is 

essential to this task. Older forms of public ownership, hand in hand with the emergence of state-

driven forms of modernisation and economic development, were often over-centralised, 

undemocratic and just as alienating for the ordinary citizen as the more recent neoliberal 

corporate capture of common resources and assets (Cumbers, 2012). However, in contradistinction 

to the rescue of the banking sector through top-down forms of nationalisation, there is an interesting 

and growing movement around the re-municipalisation of public assets and resources, which offers 

hope for dealing with progressive policy goals such as tackling climate change. 

While events such as the Arab Spring, the Occupy movement and the recent protests in Istanbul 

have grabbed the attention of those looking for signs of coherent urban protest, a quieter but 

arguably more effective counter-revolution against neoliberalism has been taking place in many 

cities and regions worldwide. From Argentina to Mali, to Germany, but also including some US 

cities, there is a growing network of urban and regional authorities that are not only rolling back the 

tide of privatisation that swept the globe in the 1990s, but are also developing innovative new 

models of local public ownership that strengthen democracy and public participation. 

The reclaiming of public services and “public-public” partnerships in Latin American cities 

The city of Cochabamba and its “Water War” have become iconic symbols within the pantheon of 

alter-globalisation struggles and movements. It was here that the attempt by the Bolivian government 

in 1999 to privatise the municipal water system – raising the average charge to consumers by around 

35%1 – set off one of the first successful acts of rebellion against neoliberalism. After mass protests, 

strikes, the imprisonment of many demonstrators and the death of one at the hands of the police, the 

escalation of violent demonstrations to other Bolivian cities led to the reversal of the privatisation 

process and the reinstatement of a municipal company to run water services in the city. 

Cochabamba is one moment in a wider struggle, starting in Latin America but spreading to 

other continents to reclaim public services at the local, city and even regional scales in the face of 
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Table 1. Multinational withdrawal from the water sector in Latin America between 1999 – 2007. 

Multinational Country of origin Country withdrawn from City 

Suez France Argentina Buenos Aires 
Argentina Santa Fe 
Brazil Limeira 
Bolivia La Paz/El Alto 
Puerto Rico 

SAUR France Venezuela Hidrolara 
Argentina Mendoza 

Thames Water UK Chile Essbio, Essel 
Anglian Water UK Chile Essval 
Aguas de Bilbao Spain Argentina AGBA 

Uruguay Aguas de la Costa 
Azurix USA Argentina OSBA 

Argentina Mendoza 
Aguas do Portugal Portugal Brazil Prolagos 

Table reproduced from Cumbers, 2002, Table 5.1, p. 112, source data from Lobina & Hall, 2007. 

growing public disaffection with the effects of privatisation. In France over 16 municipalities have 

taken water back into public ownership including Paris and Toulouse following successful 

campaigns by broad alliances of citizens (Hall et al., 2012). In countries such as Mali and Uruguay, 

the movement has been scaled up to the national scale to regain public services from private control 

and appropriation.2 The trend has, however, been greatest in Latin America where the water sector 

in particular has seen the retreat of foreign multinational corporations (see for example Table 1). 

In many cases the return of water to public ownership has been accompanied by innovative and 

more participatory forms of governance and management, recognising the extent to which older 

forms of public ownership via the central state had marginalised citizen groups from economic 

decision-making as much as forms of private ownership. An influential precept of neoliberal 

discourse in the 1990s, often overlooked by critics on the left, was that foreign multinationals could 

provide the skills and expertise for local administrations in the global south (but also parts of the 

global north) to deal with the complexities that arise frommanaging and providing essential resources 

for the needs of modern urban societies. In a Hayekian caricature of actually existing economies, 

private “hands-on” knowledge of running and managing commercial operations was viewed as 

preferable to the abstractions of public bureaucracy. Of course the rhetoric more often than not fell 

well short of the ability to deliver, given the importance of local tacit knowledge in managing water 

and energy systems in particular. Privatisation, particularly if it involved job losses to an existing 

unionised workforce, could often mean the disappearance of essential local skills and knowledge. 

Where local administrations were simultaneously beholden to the Washington Consensus, whereby 

vital World Bank investment for infrastructure development was contingent on a privatisation and 

marketisation process, it was scarcely surprising that hard-pressed city authorities opted for this route. 

In many Latin American regions, this premise has been turned on its head and given rise to an 

important innovation in public ownership: the public – public partnership (PUP), which typically 

involves partnerships between municipal councils, trade unions and sometimes residents’ 

cooperatives.3 

The Peruvian city Huancayo illustrates how such PUPs can work to develop alternative and 

more democratic modernisation agendas to privatisation. In 2003, the city needed to upgrade its 

decaying local sanitisation system. In doing so, it was under considerable pressure from its own 

government and overseas financial investors (including the German government and the Inter-

American Investment Bank) to use a public – private partnership as a vehicle for implementing the 
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scheme (Lobina & Hall, 2007). Following effective opposition and mobilisation by the national 

water services union, the Federacion Nacional de Trabajadores de Agua Potable (FENTAP), and a 

strike across the city in March 2005, the proposed privatisation was cancelled (Terhorst, 2008). 

FENTAP set up a local organisation, the Frente de Defensa del Agua de la Region Junı́n 

(FREDEAJUN) to include broader civil society (including church groups, universities and local 

school leaders), to instigate a “bottom-up participatory process” (Terhorst 2008, p. 2) with the aim 

of designing an alternative public organisation to privatisation. 

Facing continued local opposition from the municipal government and the management of the 

local utility company (SEDAM), FREDEAJUN constructed a trans-local PUP based on a 

framework partnership agreement with the Argentinian water utility Aguas Bonaerense – another 

PUP between the local authority and the local trade union. The agreement, and its remit of drawing 

upon broader expert knowledge, was an important aspect of convincing the local management to 

support the PUP, and involves clear objectives around exchange of knowledge, staff, and best 

practice between the two municipalities. Such trans-local connections are increasingly important to 

countering privatisation initiatives. The public service international union federation (PSI) (with 

European water-based non-governmental organisations (NGOs)), was a key player in facilitating 

contact between the different local unions and their civil society partners (Terhorst, 2008). 

“Scaling up” and joining the dots: making space for new forms of public ownership 

Such partnerships are also critical in attempting to remake public ownership beyond the local scale. 

There are also a growing number of PUPs between municipal authorities, NGOs, trade unions and 

other social movements that connect the global North and South in solidarity networks around 

public ownership reform and renewal. These challenge global governance discourses around 

privatisation and marketisation. Local and regional authorities are often involved in resisting the 

very policies put in place by their own governments, influenced by a powerful corporate lobby and 

neoliberal institutions such as the World Bank and International Monetary Fund. 

If such achievements are to be sustained they need to become part of much wider struggles that 

seek to “roll back” the privatisation of public assets.4 In this sense, local initiatives need to connect 

to broader networks of power and influence and even state actors at higher scales if they are to move 

beyond the margins and isolated success stories in challenging existing austerity discourses around 

marketisation and privatisation. In this regard, an important recent development has been a 

nationwide campaign in Germany to remunicipalise the electricity sector following privatisation in 

the 1990s. According to a recent report by the Public Services International Research Unit, 44 new 

municipal companies (Stadtwerke) have been set up and over 100 energy concessions have returned 

to public hands since 2007 (Hall et al., 2012). There are growing public campaigns to take the 

sector back into public ownership in major cities such as Hamburg, Stuttgart, Bremen, Frankfurt 

and Berlin, triggered mainly by the coincidence of poorer quality services with higher prices arising 

from privatisation in the 1990s (Hall et al., 2012). 

The role of public ownership at the local level is increasingly important in sustaining renewable 

developments. The re-emergence of municipal public ownership of energy in Germany has also 

been accompanied by the establishment of new collaborative and partnership networks between 

cities and regions to promote public energy policies as an alternative to the commercially driven and 

profit-centred strategies of Germany’s big four privatised energy providers. Action at the local level 

has been accompanied by successful political campaigns at the national level by green and leftist 

groups to phase out the country’s nuclear power reactors – much to the chagrin of the ‘big four’. 

One of the most important networks established has been Trianel, formed in 1999 as a venture 

between 80 Stadtwerke (urban and regional electricity companies), set up to strengthen the role of 

municipal enterprises in purchasing electricity in the liberalised EU energy market and to 
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developing their own sources of power independent of large privatised utilities. Trianel has 

expanded its operations to build its own pumped storage power stations in conventional forms of 

energy as well as investing £800 million in its own offshore wind project off the island of Borkum 

in the North Sea. It has also expanded its geographical membership to include municipalities in 

Switzerland, Austria, and Netherlands. A key priority is the expansion of renewables in electricity 

production with a target for the network of 80% by 2050 and the reduction of electricity 

consumption by 25%, and primary energy consumption by 50% by 2050. 

Additionally, many of the regional governments in Germany, notably the largest state Nord-

Rhein-Westfalen and Baden Wurttemberg have recently bought back energy generating companies 

from privatised entities (Hall et al., 2012). The motivation behind these developments was put 

succinctly by Dieter Reiter, Munich councillor in charge of labour and economic development in a 

conference address in 2011: 

Energy supply was one of the key sectors affected by privatization of formerly public enterprises. 
Today, energy supply is characterized by oligopolies of private energy suppliers. There is practically no 
competition on price. The transition to renewable energies is made rather reluctantly and only as a 
consequence of massive state subsidies and regulatory requirements. 

The example of Munich shows how the transition process can be sped up if a city owns a utility 
company. By 2025, our utility company aims to produce so much green energy, that the entire demand 
of the city can be met. That requires enormous investments – around 9 billion euros by 2025 – and can 
only be successful if the long-term goal is sustainable economic success rather than short-term profit 
maximization. (Reiter, 2011, p. 1)  

As Reiter and many other politicians at local and national levels are discovering, the long-term 

commitments needed to move towards post-carbon energy systems needs public investment and 

strategic planning. Indeed, the EU Commissioner for Energy has now advocated the nationalization 

of transmission networks across the European Union as a way of speeding up modernization of 

grids and the development of a pan-European super-connector grid (Hall et al., 2012). 

Conclusion 

Beyond older state-driven models and more recent forms of privatisation, what one set of 

commentators have described as the “global remunicipalisation wave” signals an important departure 

in the battle to reclaim public assets and resources. The blending of grassroots social movements with 

state actors at the local and regional scales charts an important departure in developing new and more 

participatory forms of public ownership that can successfully challenge Harvey’s processes of 

accumulation bydispossession (Harvey, 2003). These new trans-local and inmany cases trans-national 

coalitions are important both for challenging older forms of managerialism and governance at the 

urban, regional, and national scales whilst re-establishing the principles of social need and economic 

rights over private property rights and commodification. They offer an important andmore democratic 

alternative to dealing with the more pressing public policy goals of the twenty first century. 

Notes 

1. See Cumbers, 2012, chapter five for a more extensive discussion of Latin American attempts to reclaim 
public assets from privatisation. 

2. For further details see the highly informative website: http://www.remunicipalisation.org/ 
3. See the edited collection by McDonald & Ruiters, 2012 for more research on public-public partnerships. 
4. In effect, a reversal of “roll back” neoliberalism; the phase associated with the privatisation of public assets 

identified by Peck & Tickell, 2002. 

Andrew Cumbers is Professor of Political Economy at the Adam Smith Business School, University of 
Glasgow. He has researched and written extensively on the problems of uneven development in advanced 

http://www.remunicipalisation.org/
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capitalist societies. His most recent book is Reclaiming Public Ownership: Making Space for Economic 
Democracy (Zed Books). He is the editor in chief of the journal Urban Studies. Email: Andrew. 
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“Neighbourhood inquiry”: For a post-political politics 

Neil Gray 

School of Geographical and Earth Sciences, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, UK 

Following a public walk I recently led in Glasgow in and around a new “cultural quarter”1, 

I propose a critical praxis, which I term “neighbourhood inquiry”, that provides an immanent 
approach to the problems of post-political urbanism, crisis and socio-spatial fragmentation. 

Organised by the Strickland Distribution,2 collaborating with the Transmission Gallery, the walk 
formed part of a series of projects critically addressing the conditions of artists’ labour, “cultural 

regeneration”, and the neutrality of knowledge production.3 Central objectives of the walk were 

attempting to generate collaborative exchange and solidarity between local residents and critical 

arts practitioners, and challenging top-down “post-political” discourses which repackage growth-

oriented, market logics by way of a “creativity fix” (Peck, 2005) or “sustainability fix” (Temenos & 

McCann, 2012). The neighbourhood inquiry process can, I argue, offer radical political and 

educational possibilities in a seemingly entrenched era of austerity urbanism (Peck, 2012). 

The neighbourhood inquiry is informed by the “workers’ inquiry” approach developed through 

Italian autonomous Marxism in the 1960s and 1970s (Wright, 2002). Workers’ inquiry is a practice 

of knowledge production undertaken as a form of engaged partisan “co-research”, dissolving 

barriers between subject-researcher and object-researched while investigating the changing labour 

process from the point of the view of the workers themselves (Cleaver, 1979). In current conditions, 
however, I argue that contemporary processes of immanent social inquiry must be rooted in an 

engagement with the urban landscape itself, just as Harvey (2012) suggests. The neighbourhood 

inquiry provides a basis for ascertaining, with the groups most deeply impacted, the new urban 

conditions and the political subjectivities emerging therefrom. 

The public walk I led was conducted in and around the canal-side Speirs Locks “cultural 

quarter” in north Glasgow in September 2012 (see Figure 1). The “quarter” can be seen as part of 

http://www.epsu.org/IMG/pdf/Munich-DieterReiter.pdf
http://www.tni.org/sites/www.tni.org/archives/books/waterhuancayo.pdf
mailto:cumbers@glasgow.ac.uk
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Figure 1. Neighbourhood Inquiry at Speirs Locks Cultural Quarter. Source: Photograph by Bechaela Walker, 
used with permission. 

Glasgow City Council’s instrumentalist “arts-led property strategy” (Gray, 2009) subsuming artists’ 

labour and the creative economy in growth-based urban development strategies: a familiar process 

globally (Peck, 2005; Zukin, 1988). The four-hour walk included brief presentations by seven other 

activists and urban researchers, with more informal discussion and exchange taking place between 

the 50 strong group of invited speakers and public walk participants as we progressed. 

A central consideration was developing reciprocity and exchange between existing and 

emerging networks of “community activists”, “artists” and “researchers”, while at the same time 

questioning the specialist assumptions and divisions underlying these “roles”. Routes were chosen 

to challenge bounded discourses of “cultural regeneration” and “creativity” in a wider relational 

context of land and property speculation and widespread poverty, and speakers were selected to 

interrogate actually existing class composition in a time when “cultural regeneration” has become 

an increasingly hegemonic policy script. 

In what follows, I describe some of the areas we visited and present some reflections arising 

from the walk. 

Notes from a walk in the fictional city 

The neighbourhood inquiry must seek to resist the problems of “micro-sociology” that Panzieri 

(1965) identified: the isolation of selected themes from their wider socio-economic context. In this 

sense it is better to think of neighbourhood(s) in the plural. Urban development is routinely 

framed in fragmented and bounded terms, disavowing a wider context of neoliberal urbanism. 

Transgressing those boundaries, and their artificial divisions, is an important strategy of the 

neighbourhood inquiry. In the walk described here, the goal of the loss-leading “arts-led property 

strategy” was underscored when we visited several enormous adjacent brownfield sites representing 

a potential “new urban frontier” for urban investors (Smith, 1996). Mass demolition of extant social 

housing and the clearance of local populations, we found, form the obscene underside of “cultural 

regeneration” strategies. Many people on the walk, though users of the cultural quarter, were 

unaware of these neglected and devalorised parts of the city and their close proximity to the cultural 

quarter – suggesting a basic pedagogical empiricism in strategic walking as critical practice. 
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“Structures don’t take to the streets” claimed the graffiti of May 1968 (Ross, 2002) – but those 

involved in neighbourhood inquiry do. Not confined to interview, survey or questionnaire (though 

these remain valid tools), walking as inquiry involves a partisan, experiential, embodied process 

facilitating collaborative co-production as reciprocal exchange: researchers transferring specialist 

knowledge in an accessible and engaging manner, engaged community members disseminating 

locally specific knowledge where they have their own embedded level of expertise, memory and 

experience (see Figure 2). One tenant described the systematic neglect of social housing in 

Hamiltonhill (an estate in close proximity to the “cultural quarter”) thereby disclosing deeply 

uneven local (dis)investment strategies. Others spoke of the systematic disposal of public land and 

property assets by arms’-length external organisations (ALEO’s) and the city-wide privatisation of 

housing, creating a productive critical dialogue between subjectivity and material conditions. 

In a “post-political” context of pseudo-participation and recuperation, the inquiry process must 

be a process of deconstructive self-inquiry, inoculating against consensual incorporation into 
captialist plans that typifies the post-political diagnosis. A level of reflexive autonomy must be 

maintained from market-led “sustainable” discourses (Temenos & McCann, 2012), and 

governmentalised community councils, housing associations, and other “third sector” organisations 

(Uitermark, Duyvendak, & Kleinhans, 2007). The inquiry approach makes no false claims to 

“objectivity”; it is partisan and engaged; it entails uncovering, discussing and disseminating the 

experiences of those who struggle against urban inequities. During the walk, one speaker noted that 

council-led “Transformational Regeneration Areas” (TRA’s), widely posited as a city-wide 

panacea for disadvantaged communities, will in fact lead to a loss of 8000 social homes in the city. 

This was given material weight by our presence at the territorially stigmatised Sighthill estate, 

where tenants await demolition and removal via “transformational regeneration”. Likewise, we 

found that a seemingly progressive “sustainable eco-village” masterplanned for rundown Cowlairs 

Park, was notable for its marked social housing deficit. 

Crucially, the inquiry process must attempt the difficult task of understanding the perpetually 

shifting composition of capital. Processes of urbanisation and gentrification now constitute a 

“global urban strategy” (Smith, 2002). Thus close attention to the financialisation/urbanisation 

nexus and the workings of land and property markets must be central to the neighbourhood inquiry. 

Figure 2. Neighbourhood Inquiry at Cowcaddens redevelopment, Glasgow. Source: Photograph by Bechaela 
Walker, used with permission. 
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Struggles over housing, social services and social reproduction (“the social factory”) can no longer 

be seen as “ancillary” to struggles over the sites of production – they are central to the new capital 

relation. Notably, we found that no new production bases were planned for an area covering over 
100 acres of land apart from a so-called “creative factory” in the “cultural quarter” which is very 

marginal and socially discretionary in terms of job creation. 

Summary 

In a context described by many as “post-political”, we must be careful to distinguish who is being 

post-political and why. I have briefly discussed the de-politicising effects of governmentality. 

A post-political politics, however, must aim to find solutions for urban crisis within itself. This was 

the meaning of post-political politics in the extra-parliamentary Italian autonomous movement – a 

radical rejection of representation, but by no means a rejection of organisation. The walk described 

here presents an initial formulation of the neighbourhood inquiry. In terms of deconstructive work 

it provided an effective basis for understanding the instrumental role of targeted and uneven 

“cultural regeneration” in land and property markets. The “hot” moments of “great transformation 

and conflict” that Panzieri (1965) identified as foundational to the inquiry process are increasingly 

related to large-scale urban regeneration as an immanent process. The neighbourhood inquiry, with 

its emphasis first and foremost on the struggles of those most affected by urbanisation, provides a 

collaborative, experiential, investigative means for understanding the contours and contradictions 

of actually existing contemporary class composition under these conditions. The challenge for 

further inquiry processes is to advance and generalise those struggles. 

Notes 

1.	 Austerity urbanism: A walk through the fictional city. http://strickdistro.org/2012/08/22/austerity-urbanis 
m-a-walk-through-the-fictional-city/ 

2. An artist-run group supporting the development of independent research in art-related and non-institutional 
practices. I have been a member of this group since its inception in 2010: http://strickdistro.org/. 

3. http://strickdistro.org/2012/08/22/knowledge-is-never-neutral/. 

Neil Gray is a doctoral researcher at the University of Glasgow, currently working on class composition and 
neoliberal urbanism in recessionary Glasgow. He has organised and led several public walks in Glasgow, is a 
long-term housing activist, co-founder of the Glasgow Games Monitor 2014, and member of artist-run 
Strickland Distribution, which operates critically between arts, activism and the academy. Email: 
neilgray00@hotmail.com 
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Looking inwards: Extended family living as an urban consolidation 
alternative 

Natascha Klocker and Chris Gibson 

Department of Human Geography, Australian Centre for Cultural Environmental Research (AUSCCER), 
University of Wollongong, Wollongong, New South Wales, Australia 

Western cities face multiple interrelated and complex predicaments. Demand for new dwellings has 

outstripped population growth due to a confluence of socio-demographic trends that contribute to 

shrinking household sizes: population ageing, high rates of divorce and delayed age of family 

formation (Wulff, Healy, & Reynolds, 2004). In Australia, a quarter of households now contain just 

one person (ABS, 2012). Similar socio-demographic processes, with associated urban spatial 

planning implications, have unfurled throughout Europe, the UK and North America (Buzar, 

Ogden, & Hall, 2005, Rérat, 2012). Households are key “agents of urban transformation”; we need 

to understand them in order to grapple with contemporary urban problems (Buzar et al., 2005, 

p. 413). The urban implications of shifting “household geometries” (Buzar et al., 2005, p. 429) are 

wide-reaching: (sub)urban sprawl, car dependence, carbon emissions, loss of peri-urban bushland 

and farmland, rising housing costs, social isolation, socio-economic inequality, and disconnected

ness. Urban consolidation appears to offer a solution. High-density, high-rise living has been 

pitched and implemented as a pathway towards connected, efficient, liveable, compact cities. 

The need to rethink and replan urban space to accommodate growing populations without 

endless geographical expansion, is indeed urgent. But existing urban consolidation strategies have 

been single-mindedly outward looking. They strive for increased density of dwellings; enabling 
multitudes of small, atomised households to live side by side and on top of one another. But there 

are other ways of consolidating urban space. Here, we argue the case for looking inward, towards 

strategies that enable more people to live together within households. Extended family living – in 

which various configurations of adult children, parents, grandparents, siblings, aunts, uncles and 

grandchildren reside under one roof – is one option that counters the trend towards shrinking 

household sizes. This mode of living can make a tangible contribution to the broader projects of 

urban consolidation, community building and climate change response. We use findings from our 

ethnographic research with extended family households in Australia1 to consider two important 

questions: How might looking inward contribute to environmentally and socially sustainable 

(consolidated) urban morphologies? What would it take to plan for dwellings that enable more 

family members to live under one roof, without driving each other crazy? 

Looking inward: environmental and social benefits of extended family living 

In environmental terms, small households are doubly problematic. New dwellings are responsible for 

masses of carbon emissions as a result of the energy embodied in building materials (Berners-Lee, 

2010). And, once up and running, small households are inefficient: on a per capita basis they consume 

more resources and produce more waste than larger ones (Keilman, 2003). Approaches to urban 
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planning that neglect the possibility of increased occupants per dwelling may thus generate perverse 

environmental outcomes. While none of our study participants formed extended family households 

for environmental reasons, many opportunities arose to share space, energy and resources, and to 

minimise waste. Gabrielle lived with her husband, young child and widowed mother. She explained: 

[If] you’re running your own house, it’s a lot less sustainable than living in part of someone else’s 
house . . .we’ll often do stuff together . . .we just have the one garden . . . [and] with the heating and 
electricity and the lights [and] . . . you’d be doing half loads [of washing]. 

Wendy lived with her husband and elderly mother. For Wendy, fuel savings were “probably the 

biggest thing” because she no longer had to drive to fulfil her caring role. Across these and other 

extended family households that we interviewed, shopping trips and other outings were combined, 

active heating or cooling burdens were shared, and household appliances, leftover food, clothing 

and furnishings were passed across the co-resident family units. Although sharing (of resources, 

space, time) is a fundamental human behaviour, it is all too regularly overlooked by academics and 

policy-makers because it is subtle, and often takes place in the interior of the home as part of 

“mundane” everyday routines (Belk, 2010). The potential sustainability benefits of collective forms 

of housing and family living have been neglected in urban planning theory and practice. 

It would be a mistake to assume – based on evidence of shrinking household sizes – that 

everybody who lives alone does so out of choice (Jarvis, 2013). Critics have challenged the high-

density urban planning orthodoxy for not adequately reflecting diverse housing needs and desires 

(Easthope & Tice, 2011; Myers, 2001; Randolph, 2006). Small, atomised dwellings make life more 

difficult for families with caring responsibilities, whether for the elderly or the young. Almost all of 

the participants in our study lived with extended family members to cope with caring demands. In 

large Australian cities, childcare waiting lists regularly stretch to two years and beyond; and daily 

fees of AU$100 (or more) per child are typical. At the other end of the spectrum, population ageing 

places great pressure on aged-care facilities. 

Extended family living responds to both these challenges. Although masked by the overall 

demographic shift to smaller average household sizes, rates of extended family living have actually 

risen in the USA and Australia in recent years, due to financial crisis, high housing costs, delayed 

age of home leaving, population ageing, and the growing presence of migrants from countries 

where extended family living is common (Buzar et al., 2005; de Vaus, 2004; Keene & Batson, 

2010). The households involved in our study were primarily comprised of older family members 

who could not, or did not want to, live alone; and/or parents of young children who struggled to 

balance paid work and caring responsibilities. Having family members nearby, under one roof, and 

without needing to jump in the car was invaluable. Our participants felt comfort, and even joy, at 

hearing extended family members laugh through walls, floors and ceilings; likewise help was 

within reach if an elderly parent fell, or a young mother was at her wits’ end with a screaming child 

in the middle of the night. Melissa, a single-mother, lived with her own mother and adult sisters: “If 

I feel like I am losing it [at the child], I’ll call mum, and mum will come down.” 

Gail was widowed in recent years and subsequently moved in with her adult daughter, 

Gabrielle’s, family. She commented, “One thing I like is that I can hear them up there”. And 

Gabrielle, in turn, reflected: 

She [Gail] was in her own house for a little while after Dad died . . . and we were both worried about if 
she was a bit lonely . . . now we don’t need to worry. We know that she is downstairs and if she wants to 
she’ll come and say hello. 

Extended family living fostered a sense of connectedness and contentment. Marion, who lived with 

her husband and adult daughter Pauline (together with Pauline’s husband and two children), reflected: 

[It’s] a really nice way to live . . . If you’ve got the space and you’ve got the opportunity and you can 
work on getting on with one another . . . there’s always somebody in this house so the kids don’t come 
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home to an empty house . . . I think that’s really lovely . . .Before my father died, he lived here too, and 
so he was being cared for by the whole group . . .He died here in this house which is what he wanted to 
do . . . he had the emotional support around him. 

Nevertheless, a lack of diversity in the housing stock may inhibit the wider uptake of extended 

family living as a “real alternative”. Many new high-density developments are marketed as 

responding to changing consumer demands, yet atomised housing units still dominate the market – 

assuming and supporting the formation of nuclear or small couple-only households; and limiting 

the scope for other household configurations. 

Strategies for peaceful co-existence in extended family households 

For the households involved in our study, the capacity to endure and enjoy extended family living 

hinged upon the ability to separate domestic spaces to achieve independence, privacy and harmony. 

They sought dwellingswith self-contained units within them, or which could bemodified tomeet their 

need for separation of kitchens, living rooms and bathrooms. Yet, our research participants struggled 

to find dwellings configured to facilitate extended family living. After two years of searching, Wendy 

and Wes found a home in which they could create a separate living space for Wendy’s mother: 

We looked for a long period of time and we saw various houses . . . that had so-called granny flats and 
some of them were just awful. And a lot of them were not configured well given that we wanted to put an 
older person in there . . . It’s hard to find a place. (Wendy). 

For Marion, the kitchen was key: “separate the kitchens . . . then you’re right”. Wendydid not think her 

family would cope without separate spaces: “[I]t just wouldn’t work . . . It’s a personality thing”. 

Melissa and Pauline had previously lived in a small house that inhibited neat separation between co

resident family units. The result was “bedlam” (Pauline) – with toys constantly underfoot and fights 

between adult siblings over household chores and the disciplining of Melissa’s young child. They 

searched for a long time and were only able to find one house that could be split to enableMelissa and 

her daughter to occupy a separate, self-contained space.Without such scope for separation theywould 

have abandoned extended family living, despite its benefits. While they lived under one roof, the 

separation of space enabled them to enjoy independence and togetherness on their own terms – and 

without treading on each others’ toes. Such “survival” strategies provide guidance for managing a 

possible futurewhere dwellings are increasingly shared. Efforts to support extended family living as a 

sustainable and durable alternative must be informed by a detailed understanding of the types of 

spaces these families need. 

We are left, then, with a real alternative, but also a dilemma of planning and design. There is a need 

to look within dwellings to consider how they may be designed or retrofitted to better accommodate for 

fluctuations in family size, and various types of sharing – beyond the nuclear or single-parent family. 

Progressive alternatives are already being found in the everyday lives of extended family households 

(Gibson, Farbotko, Gill, Head, &Waitt, 2013). Their actions are at oncemundane, familiar, accessible 

and feasible; as well as exciting, powerful and potentially transformative. Larger household sizes 

deliver direct and indirect energy savings, reduce car dependency, emissions andwaste, and save space. 

They also respond to caring needs.With an ageing population and the rising prevalence of dual income 

and single-parent households, growing numbers of families may choose (or be forced) to look within, 

for solutions. By looking inward, urban planners can uncover existing but unheralded “real 

alternatives” to environmental and social pressures, and better accommodate the needs of a diverse 

population. This will require a mix of initiatives. First, advocacy is needed to raise awareness of the 

growing potential for extended family and other forms of larger-household living. Such advocacy 

ought to come from a diversity of perspectives: from climate change activists seeking to reduce per 

capita domestic carbon emissions, from demographers who track the emergence of this unique family 

type (with its specific housing needs); from aged care providers (many ofwhomare already advocating 
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for improved means to keep ageing people at home longer); and from planners charged with the 

responsibility to reimagine our urban built environments. Second, smarter design and retrofitting is 

needed, not limited to but including new home designs incorporating upstairs living space, small 

second kitchens and family “break-out” rooms, retrofit technologies, appliances and fittings that 

facilitate privacy and partial autonomywithin larger family units (butwithminimal impacts on carbon, 

energy or water use), sympathetic development approval guidelines (for instance, for “granny flat” 

additions2), and provisions for adjoining units in newmedium and high-density apartment blocks to be 

potentially linked. Third – and perhaps the most immediate need of all – is for a shift in mindset, 

moving beyond singular assumptions about nuclear families as the norm, and about densification and 

demand for smaller dwellings as the only levers for consolidation. 

Notes 

1. Further detail on the study methods and results can be found in Klocker, Gibson, and Borger (2012). 
We acknowledge Erin Borger’s contribution to the research on which this paper is based. All participant 
names have been changed. 

2. For instance, significant planning changes were implemented by the New South Wales Department of 
Planning and Infrastructure (2011) under the State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental 
Housing) 2009, which aims to “help mums and dads create a place for those who need a space of their own, 
like elderly relatives or younger people who have not left home”. The policy aims to support families to add 
granny flats by allowing compliant developments to be approved within ten days; instructing councils that 
granny flats are permitted in all residential zones, and by setting clear standards for these developments. 

Natascha Klocker is a Lecturer in Human Geography at the Australian Centre for Cultural Environmental 
Research, University of Wollongong. Her research seeks to foreground the “whiteness” of sustainability 
agendas, and to bring ethnically diverse perspectives into environmental research and debates. Email: 
natascha@uow.edu.au 

Chris Gibson is Professor of Human Geography at the Australian Centre for Cultural Environmental 
Research, University of Wollongong and Director of the University’s Global Challenges Program – 
Transforming Lives and Regions. His recent books include Household sustainability: Challenges and 
dilemmas in everyday life (Edward Elgar, 2013, co-authored with Carol Farbotko, Nick Gill, Lesley Head and 
Gordon Waitt) and Creativity in peripheral places: Redefining the creative industries (Routledge, 2012). 
Email: cgibson@uow.edu.au 
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Grow your own 

Harmen de Hoop 

Figure 1. Original installation by Harmen de Hoop. Source: Photograph by Harmen de Hoop, used with 
permission. www.harmendehoop.com. 

http://www.harmendehoop.com
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Harmen de Hoop is a visual artist living and working in Rotterdam who seeks to change the way that we look 
at the public sphere, the place where our values and norms join. He shows the tensions between the ways in 
which the government wants the public space to be used and the ways in which citizens often unexpectedly use 
it. With his interventions he breaches the systems and brings forward another, often humane perspective. He 
always works without a client, installing his ‘landscape adjuncts’ illegally and anonymously. He shows the 
documentation of his interventions in galleries and museums all over the world including the International 
Architecture Biennale-Sao Paulo, ARCO-Madrid, Graham Foundation-Chicago, Canadian Centre for 
Architecture-Montreal, iGaleria Vaclava Spaly-Prague, NIMK-Amsterdam, Museum Het Valkhof-Nijmegen, 
Museum Jan Cunen-Oss. Email: contact@harmendehoop.com 
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